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Summary
Topic—Multi-view representation learning

Existing methods Our MetaViewer

learning a unified entity representation from its multiple observable views, 
which is critical for solving downstream tasks.
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Ⅰ. Backgorund

Exitsting methods (a) and (b) follow the S2U pipeline, where the unified representation is 
obtained by fusing or concatenating view-specific features. They suffer from 

1) manually pre-specified fusion strategies; 
2) meaningless view-private information.

MetaViewer follows a novel U2S pipeline, which builds a meta-learner to learn "how to 
transform from a unified representations to view-specific features". It 

1) meta-learns a data-oriented fusion manner;
2) decouples the mining and fusion of view features via a bi-level optimization process.

(a) Fusion-based (b) Alignment-based (c) MetaViewer



Ⅱ. Method

(d) Self-Supervised Module (c) Representation Learning Module (b) Embedding Module (a) Meta Split 

Ø Overall Architecture 

1 data processing  +  2 optimization levels  +  3 main modules



Ⅱ. Method

(d) Self-Supervised Module (c) Representation Learning Module (b) Embedding Module (a) Meta Split 

Ø Overall Architecture 

1 data processing  +  2 optimization levels  +  3 main modules

denotes parameters specific to view    in (b) and (d) modules,     and 
are parameters of the meta-learner and base learner in (c) module. 



Ⅱ. Method
Ø Data flow 

Inner-level initializes      from     and updates it 
on      to learn view-specific knowledge. Based 
on this, Outer-level computes the loss on     and 
updates     to learn the uniform representation.

denotes parameters specific to view    in (b) and (d) modules,     and 
are parameters of the meta-learner and base learner in (c) module. 



Ⅱ. Method
Ø Optimization objective

Outer-level

Inner-level
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MVer-R MVer-C
a variant of MetaViewer with a contrastive loss

Ø The instance of loss function

a pure implementation of MetaViewer



Ⅲ. Result
Ø Results on classification tasks (top) and clustering tasks (bottom) 

constructed from five datasets. Bold and underline denote the best 
and second-best results, respectively.

Ø Sensitivity studies on key hyperparameters

(a) Network width (b) Kernel size (c) Support proportion (d) Inner-level step 



Ⅳ. Disscuss

MetaViewer balances information from all 
views instead of just the salient one (i.e., 
View 1).

Ø We analyze proposed MetaViewer in depth from two aspects: the 
pipeline (left) and the fusion strategy (right).

U2S update parameters    by observing 
“the learning process from a unified repre-
sentation to view-specific features”.

Left: S2U vs. U2S Right: manual design vs. meta-learning
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